Product Sheet

Open loop payments for
public transport
Ready to go from closed to open loop payments? Payvision’s solutions are built for
transport operators, delivering custom and scalable payment solutions to help you
scale your transport network.
Revolutionize the way your commuters travel
As cities become smarter with technologies that enable
a better way of life, open loop payments are becoming
a must-have. Streamline your operations, make long
queues a thing of the past and boost commuter
satisfaction providing a secure and frictionless payments
experience.
Open the doors to enhanced efficiency and
higher revenues
An open loop set up helps transport authorities improve
ticketing infrastructure while reducing back-office
processing costs, compared to closed loop methods
that face numerous challenges around card acquisition
time and cost. For your peace-of-mind, a debt recovery
system helps reduce fraud and recover ticketing costs
from cardholders with insufficient funds.
Payvision takes care of the complexities
We’re fully certified and compliant with mass transit
card scheme requirements for Visa and Mastercard.
Our mass transit sector expertise means we’re adept at
managing the complexities during your set up, while our
strong collaboration with Visa and Mastercard ensures
you’ll hit the ground running in no time.

Perks
Dedicated relationship
management access
Transparent IC++
pricing structure
Proven experience in
transport sector
Debt recovery mechanism

Accept all European currencies
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An overview of our acquiring solution
Here’s how we work behind the scenes to process your customer’s transactions for your open loop set up.
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Our gateway partners are
PCI-certified, and fully compliant
with card scheme rules
for mass transit transactions.

Risk Management
We’ll work with you to set up a secure
open loop payments workflow that
lowers your risk of fraud.

Issuing
bank

Debt recovery
Our solutions include a debt recovery
mechanism to ensure you’re able to reclaim
ticketing costs due to insufficient funds.
Settlements
We help you enjoy higher conversion rates in
transaction numbers, and lower settlement costs
when your customers transact in local currencies.
Reporting
We provide consolidated reporting to
heighten transparency in your cashflow
and uncover transaction trends.
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How to set up open loop payments for
transport operators
1

We’ll take you through our intuitive onboarding process to get some important information from you.
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We’ll set you up to start accepting a broad range of cards.
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We’ll establish a secure connection to our payments infrastructure to ensure smooth payment flows.
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We’ll run rigorous testing to ensure nothing’s left out, including a testing session with Mastercard or Visa to
ensure compliance.
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When everything’s ready, we’ll go live with your new open loop payments framework and continue to identify
optimization opportunities in future.

What you’ll get with us on your transition to
open loop payments
We’ll have you set up and ready to go, with full dedicated support
Our mass transit experience is proven to work in multiple European cities
Eliminate long queues and increase your ridership with a fast, frictionless payments experience
We’re supported by ING, Mastercard and Visa to guarantee your satisfaction

To find out more about how Payvision can
transform your mass transit system and help
your city thrive, get in touch now:
sales@payvision.com
payvision.com

